The Dark Arts

Lankum approach traditional Irish music with a modern intensity—a relentless spirit of non-compromise that obliterates
perceived past notions. “We’re definitely drawn to dark music,” they tell Colin Irwin.
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rish music is embedded in a gloriously
rich, empowering,
and provocative folk
tradition. From the
songs of the travellers to the emigrés who
crossed the Atlantic and those
in the rural west who held informal dances in the streets
when the state and the Catholic Church were so suspicious
of house sessions they banned
them, traditional music has
provided a telling window to
Irish history and culture.
Through the Clancy Brothers, The Dubliners, Planxty, the Bothy
Band, Moving Hearts, Riverdance, et al, the music has, of course,
travelled far and wide and achieved unimaginable popularity around
the world since those unenlightened days; but at its best, Irish music
still gets to the core of the emotional heart.
A bit more sparingly these days, Christy Moore continues to be
the ultimate communicator, while Dervish celebrate their 30th
anniversary and Clannad embark on their farewell tour; but if we
thought we were reaching the end of an era, there are plenty more
taking on their mantle. The brilliant singer and songwriter Lisa
O’Neill, for one, and the MacGloinn brothers of Ye Vagabonds for
another, but leading the charge are the wonderful Lankum.
Representing the graphic underbelly of Dublin’s counterculture,
Radie Peat, Cormac Mac Diarmada, and the brothers Ian and
Daragh Lynch are well versed and strongly immersed in the history
of the music they champion but invest it with a fresh passion and a
very modern intensity that obliterates the normal perceived barriers
surrounding the genre.
What makes them even more extraordinary is that they’ve done
it in a relentless spirit of non-compromise, paying no heed to the
pressures of their own success or the attendant need to accept or
acknowledge popular perceptions of public appeal.
This is a band, for example, that open their new album, The
Livelong Day, with two long tracks weighing in at a total length of

17 minutes, while fiercely resisting all suggestions of radio edits to
maximize airplay. This is a band that, invited to appear at the BBC
Folk Awards in Belfast in 2018, opted not to perform a big rabble-rousing number as is the norm on these occasions but the slow,
anguished travellers song What Will We Do If We Have No Money,
sung with howling intensity by Radie Peat sitting on the floor over
low drones of pipes and harmonium.
“You can’t be worrying about what other people think,” says
Radie. “It’s dangerous to do that. We do whatever it takes to arrange
something to reflect the core of the song and we don’t ever worry
about cutting something short for the radio. If you need 10 minutes
for a song, then take 10 minutes; and if you need 12 minutes then
take 12 minutes. If it then turns out to be unsuitable for something
or other then that’s just the way it is—we’re unsuitable for a lot
of things. We’d never compromise a song. So we stay in our own
heads, give ourselves a good talking to, and make sure we do things
for the right reasons.”
Plenty of experience, knowledge, and research have brought them
to this point. While old school friends Radie Peat and Cormac Mac
Diarmada are steeped in the folk tradition from childhood, the
Lynch brothers were previously entrenched in punk and heavy metal. Ian Lynch is still the proud owner of an Iron Maiden T-shirt but,
having ensconced himself at the Dublin Pipers Club and mastered
uillean pipes, he studied Irish and folklore at University College,
Dublin, and worked at the Irish Traditional Music Archive.
ne of his most celebrated comments is that ‘folk is more
punk than punk’ and, with the band’s determination to
strip away the hoopla and unearth the raw grit of folk
song, it is perhaps not so surprising that reference points commonly
applied to Lankum include expressions like ‘alternative’ and ‘psychedelic’, while reviewers tend to conjure not only the great names
of Irish music past, but left-field acts ranging from Portishead to
Tom Waits and My Bloody Valentine.
The Livelong Day is full of bold sonic soundscapes, rugged
arrangements, and unpredictable twists to underline their radical
vision. Eyebrows were certainly raised when the opening track
was announced as a 10-minute version of the hackneyed old pub
singalong The Wild Rover, very possibly the most overdone chorus
song in the Irish canon.
Except you won’t have heard it done like this before. Instead
of the knockabout choruses, we are left with a desperate story of
wounded vulnerability. Lankum don’t do obvious.
“Well, it seemed obvious to us!” laughs Radie. “We heard a
traditional singer called Donal Maguire doing a version of it late at
night at a singing festival and it was amazing how it made us feel so
differently about the whole story.
“Having heard the song our whole lives it was the first time we’d
felt a connection to the person in it. We suddenly heard a lot of
truth there. We talked about doing it for a long time and worked
on it again and again with different arrangements and different
instruments—it’s always about finding the arrangement that best exemplifies the song—and tried to give it a sense of anguish. It wasn’t
a case of, ‘Oh, we can’t do The Wild Rover’, it was more, ‘if we can
love a version of it, why can’t everyone else love it, too’?”
Ian: “There’s a great quote by Frank Hart: don’t judge a song by
the company it keeps. We’re big believers in giving songs a chance,
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“Canadian festivals treat you so well, though they work you hard.”

even if they are very hackneyed and people
have given up on the song.”
Their empathy with the dark side of song is
further demonstrated by Katie Cruel, another
well-trodden song Radie first heard sung by
the late Karen Dalton on her 1971 album In My
Own Time.
“It’s one of my favourite traditional songs
ever and I’ve been wanting to do it for a long
time. We originally did it for the soundtrack of
a film that didn’t exist. It was meant to be about
the sound of apocalyptic Ireland and Katie Cruel
was for a particularly bleak part of the film,” Radie
says.
Ian: “We’re definitely drawn to dark music.
There’s so much darkness in traditional music but
a lot of people miss that, they just pick up on the
happy-go-lucky stuff.”
nderlining the point, Radie mentions
she’s been listening intently lately to
Scott Walker’s notoriously avant-garde and infamously disturbing soundtrack The
Childhood Of A Leader. “It’s really unsettling but
I love it.”
Another of the standout tracks is Hunting The
Wren (a line from which the album title is drawn),
which resulted from a bet between Ian Lynch and
Lisa O’Neill when they challenged each other to
write a song on a subject of the other’s choosing.
Ian commissioned O’Neill to write a song about Violet Gibson (would-be assassin of Benito Mussolini
pre-Second World War), while her task to him was
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a song about the ancient St. Stephen’s Day
custom in Ireland of sacrificing wrens. Both
Lynch and O’Neill rose to the challenge
with spectacular results.
Radie Peat’s haunting, full-blooded vocals
on the track highlight her emergence as one
of Ireland’s most compelling and uncompromising singers (she was named singer
of the year at last year’s RTE Folk Music
Awards when Lankum also won best
group). Yet she’s amazingly unassuming about her singing.
“Well, I grew up playing concertina
and tin whistle and stuff and when you
put so much time and effort in learning something you think of yourself
as an instrumentalist. Singing is just
a natural thing. People sometimes call
me a sean-nos singer, which I’m not.
I’m not from that tradition at all. I do
really love singing, but I don’t think
there’s anything particularly impressive
LANKUM about it; I just sing.”
Lankum still can’t quite believe how
far they’ ve come in such a relatively
ID)£&
short time to headline festivals and
play prestigious tours all round the
world. Initially playing just for their
own personal satisfaction, they had
no expectation or aspirations to break
out of their own little circle in Dublin,
when mates at parties, people lying
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around in squats, and drunks in primitive clubs were the standard
audience.
eleasing their self-made debut album Cold Old Fire in
2014, they printed just 500 copies and fully expected to
be storing most of them under their beds for years after.
But people heard something uniquely authentic in their delivery,
which chimed with audiences—folk and non-folk alike—exasperated by the limpid uniformity of contemporary music. It was soon
obvious that Lankum—or Lynched as they were then—were the
real deal, assembling along the way a variety of influential fans,
from Christy Moore to Burt Bacharach.
Ian: “Playing Vicar Street in Dublin was a really huge moment—
the biggest gig we’d ever done at the time. That was amazing.
None of us thought we’d ever be in the position of playing music
professionally—something we’d always done for fun. I’d always
imagined we’d have day jobs and play music for fun outside of
that.”
An important crossroads arrived in 2017 when, conscious of the
racial implications of their name Lynched, they changed it to Lankum. Having emerged from a left-wing mindset without expectations of being heard beyond their own political environment, they’d
never anticipated the name being heard, let alone cause offence
among urban communities in America. As soon as they began to
find a market farther afield they realized it could be misinterpreted
and had to go.
Ian: “We thought about it for about a year and a half but in the
end we didn’t want a name associated with rape and violence. A
lot of people said it would ruin everything we’d worked so hard
to achieve. When we started we didn’t imagine we’d be playing to
people who wouldn’t know our political allegiance, but we kept
having to explain ourselves and decided to do it. In this day and
age, in the current climate, it’s even more important to make that
clear.”
In fact, the repercussions of the name change were minimal.
Radie: “A few promoters said nobody would come to see us because they didn’t know who this Lankum band were, but after a few
months it was accepted and everything was back to normal.”
Typical, too, of them to take their new name from one of the grisliest and most gruesome ballads of deception, revenge, and bloody
murder.
With a second successful album, Between The Earth & Sky,
followed by The Livelong Day, they haven’t looked back since
and now look forward to a summer return to one of their favourite
festivals, at Edmonton.
“Canadian festivals treat you so well, though they work you
hard,” says Radie. “I remember when we played Edmonton before,
it was so hot and I lost my voice. Oh, and the workshops! The
workshop sound checks were so chaotic, with 15 or 20 people
onstage together. But that way you meet some really interesting
people. They kept putting us on with a calypso band from Trinidad
called Kobo Town, who were really good. We also played with Eliza Gilkyson and Johnny Goldtooth, who were also great. I’m sure
they have some disasters putting people randomly together onstage
like that—it’s a real gamble.”
But then gambles are very much part of Lankum’s DNA…
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